QM353: Business Statistics

Chapter 2

1. The administrator at Saint Frances Hospital is concerned about the amount of overtime the
nursing staff is incurring and wonders whether so much overtime is really necessary. The
hospital employs 60 nurses. Following is the number of hours of overtime reported by each nurse
last week. These data are the population of interest.

Using the random numbers table in Appendix A with a starting point in column (digit) 14 and
row 10, select a random sample of 6 nurses. Go down the table from the starting point.
Determine the mean hours of overtime for these 6 nurses and calculate the sampling error
associated with this particular sample mean.
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APPENDIX A : Random Numbers Table
2. SeaFair Fashions relies on its sales force of 220 to do an initial screening of all new fashions.
The company is currently bringing out a new line of swimwear and has invited 40 salespeople to
its Orlando home office. An issue of constant concern to the SeaFair sales office is the volume of
orders generated by each salesperson. Last year, the overall company average was $417,330 with
a standard deviation of $45,285. (Hint: The finite population correction factor, Equation 7.5, is
required.)
a. Determine the probability the sample of 40 will have a sales average less than $400,000.
b. What shape do you think the distribution of all possible sample means of 40 will have?
Discuss.
c. Determine the value of the standard deviation of the distribution of the sample mean of all
possible samples of size 40.
d. How would the answers to parts a, b, and c change if the home office brought 60 salespeople
to Orlando? Provide the respective answers for this sample size.
e. Each year SeaFair invites the sales personnel with sales above the 85th percentile to enjoy a
complementary vacation in Hawaii. Determine the smallest average salary for the sales personnel
that were in Hawaii last year. (Assume the distribution of sales was normally distributed last
year.)
3. Airlines have recently toughened their standards for the weight of checked baggage, limiting
the weight of a bag to 50 pounds on domestic U.S. flights. Heavier bags will be carried but at an
additional fee. Suppose that one major airline has stated in an internal memo to employees that
the mean weight for bags checked last year on the airline was 34.3 pounds with a standard
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deviation of 5.7 pounds. Further, it stated that the distribution of weights was approximately
normally distributed. This memo was leaked to a consumers group in Atlanta. This group had
selected and weighed a random sample of 14 bags to be checked on a flight departing from
Atlanta. The following data (pounds) were recorded:

What is the probability that a sample mean as small or smaller than the one for this sample would
occur if the airline’s claims about the population of baggage weight is accurate? Comment on the
results.
4. A random sample of size 100 is to be taken from a population that has a proportion equal to
0.35. The sample proportion will be used to estimate the population proportion.
a. Calculate the probability that the sample proportion will be within ±0.05 of the population
proportion.
b. Calculate the probability that the sample proportion will be within ±1 standard error of the
population proportion.
c. Calculate the probability that the sample proportion will be within ±0.10 of the population
proportion.
5. A survey is conducted from a population of people of whom 40% have a college degree. The
following sample data were recorded for a question asked of each person sampled, “Do you have
a college degree?”

a. Calculate the sample proportion of respondents who have a college degree.
b. What is the probability of getting a sample proportion as extreme or more extreme than the
one observed in part a if the population has 40% with college degrees?
6. According to the most recent Labor Department data, 10.5% of engineers (electrical,
mechanical, civil, and industrial) were women. Suppose a random sample of 50 engineers is
selected.
a. How likely is it that the random sample of 50 engineers will contain 8 or more women in these
positions?
b. How likely is it that the random sample will contain fewer than 5 women in these positions?
c. If the random sample included 200 engineers, how would this change your answer to part b?
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7. Even before the record gas prices during the summer of 2008, an article written by Will Lester
of the Associated Press reported on a poll in which 80% of those surveyed say that Americans
who currently own a SUV (sport utility vehicle) should switch to a more fuel-efficient vehicle to
ease America’s dependency on foreign oil. This study was conducted by the Pew Research
Center for the People & the Press. As a follow-up to this report, a consumer group conducted a
study of SUV owners to estimate the mean mileage for their vehicles. A simple random sample
of 91 SUV owners was selected, and the owners were asked to report their highway mileage. The
following results were summarized from the sample data:
Based on these sample data, compute and interpret a 90% confidence interval estimate for the
mean highway mileage for SUVs.
8. According to USA Today, customers are not settling for automobiles straight off the
production lines. As an example, those who purchase a $355,000 Rolls-Royce typically add
$25,000 in accessories. One of the affordable automobiles to receive additions is BMW’s Mini
Cooper. A sample of 179 recent Mini purchasers yielded a sample mean of $5,000 above the
$20,200 base sticker price. Suppose the cost of accessories purchased for all Mini Coopers has a
standard deviation of $1,500.
a. Calculate a 95% confidence interval for the average cost of accessories on Mini Coopers.
b. Determine the margin of error in estimating the average cost of accessories on Mini Coopers.
c. What sample size would be required to reduce the margin of error by 50%?
9. The concession managers for the Arkansas Travelers (a minor league baseball team located in
Little Rock) are interested in estimating the average amount spent on food by fans attending the
team’s Friday night home games. Suppose a random sample of 36 receipts for food orders was
taken from last year’s receipts for Friday night home games with the following food expenditures
recorded:

a. Based on the sampled receipts, what is the best point estimate for the mean food expenditures
for Friday night home games?
b. Use the sample information to construct a 95% confidence interval estimate for the true mean
expenditures for Friday night home games.
c. Before the sample was taken, the food concessions manager stated that mean food
expenditures were about $19.00 per order. Does his statement seem consistent with the results
obtained in part b?
10. A survey of 499 women for the American Orthopedic Foot and Ankle Society revealed that
38% wear flats to work.
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a. Use this sample information to develop a 99% confidence interval for the population
proportion of women who wear flats to work.
b. Suppose the society also wishes to estimate the proportion of women who wear athletic shoes
to work with a margin of error of 0.01 with 95% confidence. Determine the sample size required.
11. Most major airlines allow passengers to carry two pieces of luggage (of a certain maximum
size) onto the plane. However, their studies show that the more carry-on baggage passengers
have, the longer it takes to unload and load passengers. One regional airline is considering
changing its policy to allow only one carry-on per passenger. Before doing so, it decided to
collect some data. Specifically, a random sample of 1,000 passengers was selected. The
passengers were observed, and the number of bags carried on the plane was noted. Out of the
1,000 passengers, 345 had more than one bag.
a. Based on this sample, develop and interpret a 95% confidence interval estimate for the
proportion of the traveling population that would have been impacted had the one-bag limit been
in effect. Discuss your result.
b. The domestic version of Boeing’s 747 has a capacity for 568 passengers. Determine an
interval estimate of the number of passengers that you would expect to carry more than one piece
of luggage on the plane. Assume the plane is at its passenger capacity.
c. Suppose the airline also noted whether the passenger was male or female. Out of the 1,000
passengers observed, 690 were males. Of this group, 280 had more than one bag. Using this data,
obtain and interpret a 95% confidence interval estimate for the proportion of male passengers in
the population who would have been affected by the onebag limit. Discuss.
d. Suppose the airline decides to conduct a survey of its customers to determine their opinion of
the proposed onebag limit. The plan calls for a random sample of customers on different flights
to be given a short written survey to complete during the flight. One key question on the survey
will be: “Do you approve of limiting the number of carryon bags to a maximum of one bag?”
Airline managers expect that only about 15% will say “yes.” Based on this assumption, what size
sample should the airline take if it wants to develop a 95% confidence interval estimate for the
population proportion who will say “yes” with a margin of error of ±0.02?
12. A report released by the College Board asserted the percentage of students who took and
passed Advanced Placement (AP) courses in all subjects has increased in every state and the
District of Columbia since 2000. Among public school students, 14.1% earned a passing grade
on at least one AP exam, the report indicated. In an attempt to determine if the proportion of
those passing the math and science AP exams is equal to the 14.1% success rate, a random
sample of 300 students enrolled in AP math and science classes has been selected.
a. If 35 of the students in the sample passed at least one AP math or science exam, calculate the
proportion of those students who passed at least one AP math or science exam. Does this statistic
indicate that the proportion of students who pass at least one AP math or science exam is less
than that of those taking AP exams as a whole? Support your assertions.
b. Calculate the probability that a sample proportion equal to or less than that calculated in part a
would occur if the population proportion was actually 0.141. Answer the question posed in part a
using this probability.
c. Calculate a 98% confidence interval for the proportion of those students who passed at least
one AP math or science exam. Answer the question posed in part a using this confidence
interval. Does this answer correspond to that of part b? Support your assertions.
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